Datasheet

BigHand Evaluate
Gain a powerful insight into your pricing and profitability, track budgets in real time,
and profit more with BigHand Evaluate.

Overview
Too many organisations still approach pricing without concrete,
actionable data. Increasing client, regulatory and cost pressures
mean that handling complex matters seamlessly is more important
than ever to maintain client expectations and profitability.

BigHand Evaluate offers a more transparent look at business
activity across each matter lifecycle, helping you better
understand your bottom line and plan your pricing in advance, with
better business intelligence.

You need to be able to analyse your data quickly, assess how well
your organisation is performing, and give fee earners access to
better information.

Intuitive modern interfaces

Agnostic integration

BigHand Evaluate offers clean, simple and easy to use interfaces. Legal
teams are provided with intelligent and intuitive dashboards that help to
map, plan, monitor and track matters.

BigHand Evaluate works with multiple PMS and other business systems,
underpinned by a dedicated MS SQL data warehouse.

No training needed
Users can start pricing efficiently right away, without the need for extensive
training or systems management.

Dynamic self-service and explorable
data access
Accessible anytime, anywhere - the ability to create budgets, digest and
view content supports both work-life balance and remote working.

Comprehensive tracking and reporting
Monitoring is an integral part of the BigHand Evaluate solution. You’ll
receive heads-up notifications about scope management and progress,
helping improve client transparency.
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Business benefits
Create more accurate budgets
Track against matters easily
Price for profit
Improve transparency through actionable insight
Accurate reporting and planning
Empower strategy and organizational change
Support behavioural change
Boost recovery and profitability

Creating a Budget

Cloning / Creating a blended budget

Tracker

BigHand Evaluate allows us
to monitor the budget in real
time against actual - This
provides an up to date picture
of progress at any point
in time, leading to a more
informed relationship with
our clients
BigHand Evaluate user
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